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The accomplished Carillion Communications team 
has years of experience designing, building and 
managing highly advanced Audio-Visual solutions 
that enhance our client’s abilities to connect, 
communicate and collaborate.

We deliver the full scope of technical support, 
from small upgrades to augment conferencing 
system functionality to crafting bespoke set-ups 
for complex organisational infrastructures.

About Carillion 
Communications

History 
Our business has been leading the Audio-Visual 
market since 1993. As we’ve grown over the last 
three decades, Carillion Communications has 
embraced the opportunities that technological 
progress offers to bring us closer together.

From early-stage Audio-Visual video conferencing to 
today’s integrated smart buildings, dynamic hybrid 
meeting spaces and one-click BYOD systems, we’re 
excited to show you the possibilities to help your 
workforce work smarter, not harder!

World-class 
Audio-Visual 
Solutions 
that enhance 
communication 
and company 
collaboration.

Our Differences
When you work with Carillion Communications, you 
gain a trusted partner skilled in the potential for 
Audio-Visual solutions to produce tangible pathways 
to achieve your aspirations.

From the very beginning of each project, we start 
with a thorough consultation. During this period 
we invest time and resource to understand your 
objectives and thoroughly identify your pain points 
and then we make tailored recommendations 
to surpass your expectations. 
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Our experience shapes our solutions, creating 
teams that work by working together whether 
they’re in the room or on the other side of the 
world.  From fully connected Boardrooms and 
Lecture Theatres, to agile Hybrid Meeting Spaces 
ready for everyone to Bring Their Own Device, 
our Audio-Visual solutions can be fully integrated 
with Smart Building Management Systems and 
controlled remotely.

Visit out website to find out more about the 
workplace environments in which we install 
innovative Audio Visual solutions.

Our Solutions
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“Carillion shone through. 
They suggested how we could keep 
some of our current infrastructure to 
accommodate the planned changes”
Julian Beckles – Fine and Rare

Hybrid Meeting 
Workplaces

Meeting Room 
Audio-Visual

As technology continues to evolve, we’ve entered an era where work 
is no longer refined to a specific desk, phone, or computer screen. 
With an effective Hybrid space, the lines are intentionally blurred 
between physical and virtual working environments with digital 
information-communication networks enhancing team performance 
and allowing for a level of collaboration never seen before. Our Hybrid 
spaces enhance productivity, reduce costs, environmental impact and 
strengthen performance and put the user experience first.

The demands of a modern meeting room have evolved in recent years. 
In fact, meetings no longer take place in just one room, emphasising the 
need for seamless interconnectivity and clearer communication between 
participants. Whilst the technological needs have changed, the fact 
remains that a meeting room is where ideas are born, relationships are 
formed and deals are secured. With that in mind, we provide professional 
meeting room AV solutions to optimise your meeting room experience and 
facilitate the modern needs of a meeting - from design and installation to 
maintenance and support services.

Putting the user 
experience first 
with our hybrid 
workplaces.
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Remote Monitoring
Your Audio-Visual network is always operational, even when you’re not in the room. 
Today, if a performance-related issue develops it’s typically called into the helpdesk 
and sometimes this may not happen until the next room booking takes place when the 
issue is discovered. This delay could seriously result in a loss of facility availability and 
can add additional pressure to the meeting organiser and participants. Our remote 
AV monitoring service provides an elegant solution, allowing a Helpdesk Engineer to 
access network monitoring functions from our control room completely remotely, 
giving you peace of mind that any issue can be mitigated quickly.

“Our relationship with Carillion has 
grown over the years; we’ve come 
to view them as a trusted partner.”
Stephen Grant – BC Partners

Inclusive Workplace 
Integration through 
Accessible Technology 
A culture of inclusivity is a considerable asset for any business. Technology has the 
power to provide complete accessibility, making the workplace an efficient, welcoming, 
and ultimately usable environment for all staff, visitors and associates. As established 
experts in exceptional Audio-Visual solutions, Carillion Communications works with 
a vast range of clients to upgrade, enhance and upskill their workplaces to meet the 
demands of their valued teams no matter who they are. We believe that workplaces 
should provide all the resources necessary for inclusivity.
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“Carillion staff are proactive and 
strategic in their approach, which is one 
of the reasons they have been our AV 
partner of choice for more than six years”

Denver Diedericks –  CVC Capital Partners

Control RoomsBring Your Own 
Device Technology

The modern AV control room is often the heart of your businesses 
AV facilities, enabling building-wide management of all AV solutions. 
Audio-Visual solutions are crucial for control rooms, providing systems 
monitoring and precise information delivery for fast decision-making in 
environments such as emergency services and high-risk industries.

Carillion Communications is a control room integration specialist 
installing interfaces that automate your AV system and the room 
environment. We design and implement control room technologies 
such as video walls, remote monitoring software, live video capture and 
building access management (BAM). Our focus is always on designing 
the optimal control room to enable your workforce to respond quickly 
and gain instant clarity about the scenario at hand.

Bring Your Own Device, or BYOD, is increasingly popular, allowing 
colleagues and associates the convenience to manage their meetings, 
with all the resources they need available on familiar devices. BYOM puts 
the power back into the hands of your people who decide where and 
how they connect with meeting participants in order to create a seamless 
user experience with an easy setup. Carillion Communications delivers 
professional BYOD solutions, facilitating streamlined communications 
from any device, in any workplace, with full integrations for 
seamless connectivity.

Audio-Visual 
solutions are 
crucial for the 
successful 
operation of 
control rooms
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AV Rentals
From conferences to awards ceremonies, parties to business-
critical meetings, the performance of your Audio-Visual 
equipment can transform an event into a powerful experience 
for all participants. Carillion Communications works with a 
considerable range of clients looking for exceptional quality 
Audio-Visual solution hire, with comprehensive support 
throughout their event. Our experienced engineers can also 
remain on-site throughout your event for seamless project 
management, including installation, training and removal at 
your convenience.

“The new screens are brighter and 
better colour calibrated, and they are so 
much easier for my team to maintain.”
Nicky Stone – Yoox Net a Porter

Smart AV Building 
Integration
Smart buildings offer an opportunity to incorporate outstanding Audio-Visual into 
every touchpoint, making connectivity a driving force behind your workplace design 
and functionality. Carillion Communications innovative engineers work with a range 
of businesses, from small start-ups to global corporate enterprises looking to enhance 
how their buildings perform. Dynamic Building Management Systems (DBMS) provide 
control at your fingertips, handling everything from security systems to temperature, 
lighting, to keyless entry. These intelligent systems are also exceptional for 
busy organisations, combining wayfinding and room bookings for streamlined 
workforce management.

Putting the user 
experience first 
with our hybrid 
workplaces.
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Get in touch
t: +44 (0)1628 419519
e: info@carillion.com
w: www.carillion.com


